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What Is Macro Photography?
Macro commonly refers to large-magnification photographs

-i.e. showing small subjects in great detail
Magnification is given as a multiplicative factor (e.g. 3x) or a ratio (e.g. 1:2). Lenses which provide at least 1:1 or 1x magnification are considered “true” macro lenses.
Magnification factor: size of image recorded on sensor, relative to size of actual object
Sometimes referred to as “micro” – same thing



Head of a blow-fly5x magnification

Common subjects:
Insects



Tulip

Common subjects:
Flowers



Cigarette tip

Common subjects:
Small detail of everyday objects



Image size: x

Object size: x

Magnification:image size / object size = 1

Magnification
SensorLens



Image size: 0.5x

Object size: x

Magnification:image size / object size = 0.5

Magnification
SensorLens



Magnification

Image size: 0.5x

Object size: x

Greater pixel density mean more pixels representing an image of given size: more detail
“Crop” sensors often have similar # pixels in smaller area = greater pixel density

Pixel density also determines the level of detail
SensorLens



The Optics

• Two factors affect 
magnification: focal length 
and subject distance

• M= hi / ho = di / dothe shorter do or longer diwould give larger M.
• Large magnification is 

achieved by placing lens 
further from sensor, or 
allowing lens to focus closer



Lenses in Macro Photography
Regular macro lenses

• Long lens barrel design (to extend the di)
• Macro lenses range from 50mm to 

180mm
• Longer focal lengths allow greater 

working distance, are often more 
expensive

• Also affects perspective, bokeh (more on 
this in lecture)

• Some zooms provide high magnification 
and are advertised as “macro”, but 
generally provide 1:3-1:2 magnification, 
instead of 1:1 “true macro”

50, 100, and 180mm macro lenses



Lenses in Macro Photography
extension tube and bellows

• Hollow tubes used 
to extend the image 
distance

• Bellows are similar 
extension tubes, but 
with adjustable 
distance



Lenses in Macro PhotographyBellows and extension tubes increase the distance from lens to sensor.Lenses in Macro Photography
extension tube and bellows

Image size: 0.5x

Object size: x
SensorLens

Magnification:image size / object size = 0.5

Without a extension tubes or bellows:



Lenses in Macro Photography

Image size: 1.5x

Object size: x

Bellows and extension tubes increase the distance from lens to sensor.
SensorLens Extension Tube

Magnification:image size / object size = 1.5

Lenses in Macro Photography
extension tube and bellows



Lenses in Macro Photography
Reversing Lenses 

• Reversing lenses using a 
“reversing ring”. 

• Allows regular lenses to be 
used for high magnification

• Often used with extension 
tubes

• Increases image distance, 
decreases object distance

• Why does this work?
• Problems: no metering, 

aperture adjustment



Lenses in Macro Photography
Teleconverter and Close-up Lens

• Teleconverters magnify 
the image (longer focal 
length)

• Close-up filters allow for 
shorter subject distance.

• Increase magnification, 
but often significant 
decrease in image quality



Obstacles 
Focusing and Depth of Field

• Focusing
– Since macro photography typically requires the photographer to be very close to the subject, small changes in focus become vastly important
– Some people use rulers to help them measure how far out they want an object to be in focus
– As such, it is typically easier and more accurate to use manual focus, rather than leaving focus to the camera.

• Depth of field is restricted
– Since subject distance is small in macro photography, the portion of a subject that will be in focus is narrowed
– If we want to retain focus, we want to use a narrow aperture (large f-number)



Depth of field is razor thin!



Obstacles 
Blur and Lighting

• The small apertures used to minimize depth of field issues in turn require long shutter speeds.
– Recall from a previous lecture that as the distance to a subject decreased, the amount of blur caused by a small displacement becomes very problematic
– As such, tripods are always highly recommended in macro photography
– Also causes resolution loss due to diffraction

• Solution: focus stacking
• Since one must be so close to a subject, often times the camera will block sources of light, hence external lighting is necessary.

– Ring flashes (flashes that attach to the end of a lens and illuminate the subject) are likely your best bet



Macro On Different Sensors
• Consider two cameras shooting a bee with the same macro lens, one camera with a full-frame sensor and one with a 1.5x crop factor (assume for simplicity that the cameras record the same number of megapixels).
• Since both cameras could get the same distance away from the bee, the crop sensor would capture the same photo, except cropped in. This means that the recorded image on the crop sensor is actually of higher quality than the one recorded on the full-frame sensor.



Macro Photography
Tips and Techniques



What is Macro Photography
• The art of taking close-up pictures that reveal details which can’t be seen with the naked eye. 
• Macro can magnify from Life Size to 10x Life-size



What is Aperture?
• The size of the opening in the lens when a picture is taken
• It varies the amount of the image that is in focus

– Called the Depth of Field
• Large f/numbers= 

– larger area of the image will be in focus
• Small f/numbers= 

– smaller amount of the image will be in focus Taken at f/4.5 



Setting Your Camera for the Shot
• Aperture Priority Mode (A or AV)

– Impacts the depth of field of your shots. 
– Choose a large aperture (low f/number) to get the subject in focus and blur the background.

• Macro Mode on a Point & Shoot Camera
• Limiting Camera Shake is VERY important in Macro

– Use a Tripod 
– Use the 2-second timer

• Turn off Auto Focus
– Use manual focus so you can pick what is in focus

• Start with f/5.6 and then play around with the f-stops



Tips for a Good Macro Shot
• Fill the photo with your subject. 
• Shoot from different angles

– When shooting flowers, get down to Ground level and see the world from the flower’s perspective
• Background

– due to the narrow depth of field, the background will usually be thrown completely out of focus, which allows the natural background to be nice backdrop 
– Move around to remove the background or use a solid color screen to accentuate the subject

• Go Abstract
– Get in extra close and focus on part of the flower…the center, contrasting colors, textures



Adding Color to the Background
• Add drama and a sense of the unexpected by inserting a different type of background screen into the photograph
• Use a colored panel behind your flowers

– Set it a few feet behind the subject
• Use BLACK for a more dramatic effect





Typical Macro Subjects
• Flowers
• Insects
• Spider webs
• Raindrops
• Sea shells
• Fruits and vegetables
• Small objects
• Coins



Camera Settings to Start With…
NIKON’s

• Aperture Mode
• Lowest ISO possible

– Moving in close can make the image darker
• Manual focus (flower button)
• f/5.6 to start and then experiment
• Focus halfway and then move camera in

Point & Shoots
• Macro Mode
• Separate subject from background to blur bkgdmore
• Focus halfway and then take picture
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